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In 2008, Lisa Baker Morgan, a thirty-eight-year-old, newly divorced mother, unexpectedly found

herself staring down death in a Monaco hospital, nine time zones away from her two young

daughters in Los Angeles. After facing mortality and surviving, her life took on a sense of

urgency to experience and accomplish all of the things she had ever wanted for herself and her

daughters. Top of her list: a life-long desire to live in Paris. The seemingly indulgent and even

“crazy” aspiration was part of a journey that set her on the path of recovery of health and of

spirit. Paris, Part Time is a different kind of love story — it is an adventurous evolution of self-

creation and determination to overcome obstacles and time zones that will take the reader to

the streets, cuisine, culture, and matchless beauty of France. From lessons of impermanence

to finding the joie de vivre, Paris, Part Time showcases the vulnerability and strength of the

human spirit and motherhood, and our desire to transcend setbacks and live our best life,

however we define it, whatever our circumstances. Relatable in sentiment, heart-felt, and

humorous, Paris, Part Time bounds with the optimism of infinite possibility and gratitude for life

itself. Twenty-five recipes and over forty pages of color and black/white photographs reflecting

the author’s journey and experiences in France are included.
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mikemac9, “well written chapters and yet somehow also a bit incomplete. This book traces the

story of the author who goes thru a painful divorce and life-threatening illness, but uses these

as a springboard to create a life in the city she loves. The chapters are well written, her

appreciation for Paris and devotion to her two young daughters comes thru. She also trains as

a cook after leaving life as a litigator and her appreciation for fine food is apparent,

accompanied by several interesting recipes.As in many expat stories there is the hunt for a

place to live, a purchase, then the seemingly inevitable setbacks caused by the notorious

bureaucracy, contractors, and the previous seller who did not disclose a leak. Alongside this

running theme are accounts over the several years the book covers of visits to other parts of

France, flights to and from the US since she has shared custody, discoveries in stores, and a

handful of lovers.This is a lengthy book and yet seems at times incomplete and disjointed. The

author seemingly grew up in at best middle-class circumstances yet we never find out how she

comes to have the financial resources implied by her story, far more than a former lawyer and

part-time chef seems likely to have. People pop up without introduction or explanation; Jessica

demands an immediate response, for example, but who is she? She has several friends who

help her out significantly as well as a few ex-lovers in Europe but we don't really learn how she

manages to know so many Europeans. And finally the lawsuit about the leak, the cause of so

much distress, simply vanishes without a trace. All in all an enjoyable book for the travel and

food descriptions, but not as satisfying a overall story as I would have hoped.”

Caroline, “A multi-sensorial delight!. I assumed Paris Part Time was a standard travel memoir,



but it delivered so much more than expected.Like the chef who brings out dish after dish of

unsolicited delicacies to provoke joy in her guests, Lisa Baker Morgan consistently surprises

and delights the reader with the unforeseen. No low calorie read, Paris Part Time is a

gluttonous wallow in the rich culture (both social and gastronomic) of France. This is a story

underpinned by the enduring love of a mother for her daughters, an epic saga of extraordinary

persistence in the face of a torrent of adversities where the thrill of the tale is heightened by

the author’s lust for travel, adventure, friendship and most importantly, life.I read Paris Part

Time during the Covid lockdown and greedily devoured every descriptive morsel of a Europe

that is currently denied me. Lisa Baker Morgan not only writes with candor and humor but has

a brilliant gift for expression that lures the reader alongside as she paces (and runs) the streets

of Paris, summers on the beaches of the Riviera, tours the vineyards of the Alsace and

Luberon, and scours shops and markets across France for the perfect ingredients (both edible

and otherwise) to make L’Appart in Paris truly feel like home. The inclusion of beautiful

photographs, along with a selection of fabulous recipes makes for a truly multi-sensorial read.I

urge this chef and author to start making notes for her sequel because there are many more

chapters to write once Paris Part Time becomes Paris Full Time.”

John LeMay, “Enjoyed every page of this lovely memoir!. This book was such a pleasure to

read. From the author’s near death experience through her determined efforts to live a fulfilling

life for herself and her two young daughters to achieving her goal of creating a beautiful, part-

time home in Paris for the three of them, I was cheering for the author the entire time.Having

gone through my own divorce while my daughter was just a baby, the author’s anguish at

having to regularly separate from her two young daughters while they spend time with her ex-

husband and new wife really resonated with me. Her coming to grips with this new, painful

reality and the grace with which she handles it are inspiring and uplifting.The pages are full of

wonderful turns of phrase, and the author’s dry wit shines through – I laughed out loud several

times. The descriptions of people, places and, of course, gourmet food (the author is also a

chef) the author encounters on her journey are so vivid, I felt as if I was tagging along with her

the entire time.An added bonus are the author’s own recipes (if only I knew how to cook, I

would try a few) and beautiful photographs sprinkled throughout the book.I fervently hope the

author soon gets to write an epilogue to her lovely memoir, sharing with her lucky readers just

how wonderful it is to finally be in Paris full time.”

Linda, “A moving and beautiful story of courage, love and determination.. I loved Lisa Morgan’s

memoir so much that I gave it as a birthday gift to several of my friends!! Each of them has

been so grateful, and enjoyed it so much that I plan on giving it to other friends for the

holidays. Not only is Ms. Morgan a gifted writer, but she is also a very talented French chef.

How she overcame not only a difficult divorce, leaving her with two small children to raise, but

then survived a very frightening near-death experience, and realized her dream of living in

Paris is a moving story of courage, love and determination.One does not have to be a

Francophile to appreciate this wonderfully evocative memoir. One only has to have a beating

heart!”

The book by Russ Rodgers has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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